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App Info Download APK Mod [2.8.1](109.61 MB) Slice fruit, not slice bombs - that's all you need to know to get started with addictive Ninja Fruit action! Challenge yourself and see how long you can last in classic mode, set a high score in Arcade mode or just practice your fruit-slicing skills in Zen mode. A wide range of
leaves and dojos are at your disposal to help you cut yourself to the top. Want more fun? Take a break and experience a new way to slice your favorite fruit with mini-games, or test your mastery of the game and win prizes in the daily Challenge event. Go head-to-head and show off your skills as the ultimate ninja against
your friends with leaderboards and local multiplayer. Up for a real challenge? Keep an eye on the special tournament tournaments and fight other ninjas for the chance to win unique knives and dojos. That's not all though - give yourself the edge by logging in every day and being rewarded with daily prizes, including rare
magazines and dojos that you can use in other game modes! There's never been a better time to play Fruit Ninja, so unsheathe your sword and get ready for an addictive, action-packed gaming experience! IMPORTANT NOTEThis game contains optional in-app purchases. You can disable this feature in the settings
menu on your device. Please refer to our Privacy Policy on our Terms of Use on Internet Provides access to Internet networks. Access network state Allows you to access network information. com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE App customer permission. Wake lock Allows you to use PowerManager
WakeLocks to prevent the processor from asleep or the screen from dimming. com.halfbrick.fruitninjafree.permission.C2D_MESSAGE App customer permission. com.android.vending.BILLING App customer permission. Access wifi state Opens to access information about Wi-Fi networks. Write external storage Allows
you to write to external storage, such as SD card. Reading phone state Provides read-only access to phone health. Read External Storage Allows you to read from external storage, such as SD card. com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE app customer permission. ALL VERSIONS Before PUBG, Fortnite and other
popular games existed, there was one that stood above all. It was the beginning of mobile games, and this game led to countless opportunities for the gaming community. Thanks to this game, many people's childhoods became amazing. What game am I talking about you might be wondering? There are none other than
Fruit Ninja! The game that has left millions addicted and has received a hundred million downloads - this is a classic game that can never die! A masterpiece by Halfbrick Studios, this game allows the player to cut fruit that is thrown into the air using knives and other blades! Become the ultimate ninja as you beat other
people's high scores, try countless knives and enjoy a fun A fun way to cut when you look back at the first mobile games that existed, you'll find that someone someone them made our childhood more memorable. These simple games have made a lasting impact that goes beyond just gaming. That said, for players who
haven't played this game, you're in for a treat! Fruit Ninja is a classic arcade game that lets you carve fruit like a ninja! Here you can cut fruit just like a ninja! Swipe your hands and beat the high scores for some crazy rewards! Enter different game modes, such as Arcade mode, Zen mode, and classic mode. Apart from
that, you can try different swords and leaves that give different effects! All these and more in this classic game. Features of Fruit Ninja Fruit Ninja is a classic arcade game that allows you to carve fruit just like a ninja! Perform special combinations and tricks and beat the high scores! Here are the features: Classic
gameplay – Classic arcade games are always in demand no matter the time. Even after 10 years of existence, Fruit Ninja is still a much-needed game today. Here you can cut tons of fruit in exchange for rewards! Become a ninja as the fruits are discarded faster every second. The challenge is to cut them all without
missing a miss! But there are some challenges on the way especially a bomb that is thrown away so often. Can you become the ultimate ninja and score combinations and high scores? That's the challenge in this ultimate arcade game! Different blades and dojos – To make things more infinitely interesting, you can also
change knives and dojo in here! First, you get a fairly standard leaf that has blue and white colors. But as you evolve, you can unlock many leaves such as the laser blade, sakura slicer, skykiser, old glory, rainbow leaf, pixel love and many more! Each blade gives out a different effect and also has some unique benefits
to it! Apart from that, you can also choose different dojos in this game. It's the original tree, I heart Sensei, Great Wave, Yin Yang and many more! Unlock them all as you evolve and score combinations! 3 Different game modes – In Fruit Ninja you get 3 options to enjoy the game. First is Arcade Mode which is the most
important. Here you will cut fruit and dodge bombs to try to get high scores! But if you don't want to get stressed, try Zen mode! Finally, the endless classic mode lets you play endlessly as long as you can! Graphics and controls – Here the graphics are simple yet so majestic. At the time, the 2D graphics and effects were
enough to captivate millions. It still works today! As for the controls, you just want to swipe the screen to hit the fruits! Fruit Ninja Mod APK - Unlimited Booster Fruit Ninja is a classic mobile game that lets you carve fruit just like a ninja! Download Unlimited Booster mod to be the ultimate ninja! Fruit Ninja® is a
dangerously addictive skill game in which the object is simply cutting up as much fruit as possible. Ninja hates fruit, so the game's training content is to slice up those fruits from the bottom of the screen. Fruit Ninja is a game game of interesting, but also exciting elements. When you swipe your finger across the screen to
use your sword, your satisfaction is beyond description. The way to combat 2D with 3D, which makes the game's visual effects become very good! Just like a little fruit with plenty of water, when you cut it up, the juice splash, how amazing! There are many types of fruit appearing in this game: watermelon, pineapple, kiwi,
strawberries, blueberries, bananas, apples and so on. Cut them quickly before they fall. The only thing you need to care about is not cutting off the bombs, otherwise the game is over. Play Fruit Ninja like never before! We've rebuilt the legendary original slicing game from scratch, adding new games and characters for
both new and existing fans! In the biggest addition to Fruit Ninja since its launch, all Blades and Dojos now have a unique effect on gaming. Want a ten-fruit Great Wave? Bouncing clouds to never drop a fruit? Swirling tornadoes for epic combinations? Mix and match your gear, experiment with all the powers and find
what works for you! Join the action are new characters from the wonderful world of Fruitasia. Katsuro and Mari will guide you during the game as you grow from a beginner fruit bruise to all-out slicing machine! Cut fruit, don't cut bombs - that's all you need to know to get started with addictive Fruit Ninja action! From
there, explore the nuances of Classic, Zen and the Arcade Mode fan favorite to expand your skills. Cut for a high score, use powerups and special bananas to maximum effect, and go crazy on multi-slice Pomegranate. The look and feel of Fruit Ninja is excellent. From the realistic splat of pineapples being hacked, open
to the fact that all menu icons must be selected by cutting them, the attention to detail in Fruit Ninja is something to see. The quiet background music also fits very well with the theme. Fruit Ninja is one of those games that feels super rewarding to play. The feeling of cutting fruit is so satisfying that it keeps you coming
back for more and more in an effort to beat your high score. How to play: 1. Only match three or more same identical fruits to score points. 2. Let the fruits star down to the last line of the screen to pass the level. 3.Eliminate the more fruit quickly can get extra scores Some problems you need to know. Startup problems
and crashes during gameplay Try the following steps to resolve this issue 1.Close the game application and make sure it's not running in the background 2.Repeat step 1 with all other apps that are open 3.Make sure you have plenty of storage space on your device 4.Cycle the power on your device (turn it off and back
on again) 5.Launch the game application without other apps running Install the game is also a great way to solve any underlying problems , but should only be done as a last resort. We think you also like the games: Angry Birds 2, Candy Crush Saga and Hay Day, ect. Ect.
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